Reminder

Office of the Pr.CDA (WC)
Sector 9A, Chandigarh
Dated: 12.10.2018

To

The Officer in Charge
(As per list attached)


Ref: This office Most Urgent circular of even No. dated 08.10.2018.

The subject Report was called for from your office vide this office letter cited under reference but the same has not been received in this office so far.

It is, therefore, requested to forward the said report immediately through NIC mail / Zimbra Mail / Fax, as the consolidation of the report and submission to the Ministry is held up in want of report from your office.

**Nil report is also required.**

The matter may please be treated as **MOST URGENT.**

Copy to:

The Officer In-Charge: For uploading on official website.
IT & S Section (Local)

ACDA (Pay)
1 LAO (A) Ambala Cantt
2 AOGE (U) Ambala Cantt
3 AOGE (P) Ambala Cantt
4 Pay Section GP III Local
5 Pay Section GP IV Local
6 LAO (A) Chandigarh
7 AO GE (U)(P) Chandimandir
8 LAO (A) Chandimandir
9 DCDA COD Delhi Cantt
10 LAO (AHQ) New Delhi
11 LAO (COD) Delhi Cantt
12 ALAO ESD Delhi Cantt
13 AO GE(S) Delhi Cantt
14 AOGE (C) Delhi Cantt
15 AOGE (W) Delhi Cantt
16 DGQA New Delhi Cantt
17 LAO(CVD) D/Cantt
18 SQAE (Armaments) D/Cantt
19 LAO Amritsar
20 AAO (Pay) WC Jalandhar
21 AO GE(W) Jalandhar
22 LAO (A) Jalandhar
23 LAO (B) Jalandhar
24 ALAO Kapurthala
25 ALAO (A) Ludhiana
26 AAO (Pay) WC Pathankot
27 LAO (A) Pathankot
28 LAO (A) Jammu
29 AO GE Jutogh Shimla
30 AO GE (AF) Subroto Park
31 AOGE (AF) Tughlakabad
32 AO GE (AF) Adampur
33 AO GE (I) R&D, Delhi Cantt
34 LAO (Army) (OD) Shakurbasti
35 LAO (Army) SQAE Shakurbasti